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Abstract
Harris and Wilson (1978)’s retail location model is one of the pioneering works
in regional sciences. This model considers the combination of the “fast” and “slow”
dynamics to describe spontaneous spatial pattern formation processes in the economic
landscape. Although the model was proposed some time ago, its comparative static
(bifurcation) properties have not yet been suﬃciently explored. We employ a simple
analytical approach developed by Akamatsu et al. (2012) to reveal previously unknown
bifurcation properties of the model in a space with a large number of locations. It is
analytically shown that the spatial structure’s evolutionary path exhibits a remarkable
property, namely a “spatial period-doubling cascade,” which cannot be observed in
the popular two-location setup. Furthermore, we discuss strong linkages between the
model and “new economic geography” models in terms of their model structures and
bifurcation properties. These results oﬀer a new theoretical perspective for understanding
agglomeration and spatial structure evolution.
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1 Introduction
Economic activities are highly localized in space. For any spatial scale, such as countries, regions, or cities, unequal spatial concentrations of population, ﬁrms, or shops can be observed.
Inspired by such localizations, numerous scholars, including location theorists, geographers,
economists, and physicists, have attempted to explain why and how these spatial structures
emerge and evolve over time. Besides underlying spatial heterogeneities or locally embedded
contexts (e.g., natural advantages such as rivers or harbors, institutional regulations, and other
cultural contexts), one of the basic factors fostering the emergence of spatial inequality is the
existence of various forms of agglomeration economies—spatial increasing returns to scale
whose origins are usually explained by mutually reinforcing externalities (see Duranton and
Puga, 2004, for a survey).
Over the past three decades, researchers have emphasized the importance of the interplay
between such agglomeration economies and dynamic self-organization processes in shaping
spatial structure. A pioneering model in the ﬁeld of geography is that of Harris and Wilson
(1978) (hereafter “the HW model”). Based on a static urban retail model of Huﬀ (1963)
and Lakshmanan and Hansen (1965), the paper formulated a simple, dynamic model of
agglomeration with spatial returns to scale. Their innovation was that the spatial pattern
of retailers dynamically evolved to reﬂect their proﬁtability. As early as the 1970s, their
research emphasized that these type of models inevitably encounter problems such as (i)
multiple equilibria, (ii) path dependence, that is, strong dependence on the initial condition,
and (iii) catastrophic phase transitions (bifurcations), all of which are popular ideas in regional
sciences today. The most striking problem is the third one: gradual changes of structural
parameters (e.g., transport cost) may destabilize previously stable spatial conﬁgurations,
resulting in the emergence of other spatial structures—including lumpy, spatially unequal
agglomerations.1
Numerous explorations of the model’s properties have since been conducted by geographers (e.g., Clarke, 1981; Wilson, 1981; Rijk and Vorst, 1983a, 1983b, to note a few).
There have been, however, sizeable obstacles hindering the detailed analysis of the model.
The model’s three combined characteristics already mentioned prevent us from analyzing
the model’s intrinsic bifurcation properties. There is, fundamentally, only one possible way
to analytically study quantitative properties of equilibria in the model beyond the qualitative
properties [e.g., the existence or (non-)uniqueness of equilibria]: the two-location setup.
For analytical tractability, there is a long tradition in regional sciences to elucidate the
essential properties of dynamic spatial agglomeration models in a two-location setup. For the
HW model, the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium points are rigorously addressed in
a general case by Rijk and Vorst (1983a,b). The studies, however, depend on a two-location
setup to draw further concrete implications from the model, such as the critical points at
which catastrophic bifurcations occur. To the authors’ knowledge, no suﬃcient analytical
studies have addressed quantitative results under a multi-locational setting beyond the twolocation setup. Other studies by Wilson, such as Wilson (1981), employ a graphical trick that
focuses only on a single location at once to draw useful insights into the model’s bifurcation
1The study by Papageorgiou and Smith (1983) is a pioneering work of such an approach in economics. The
study demonstrated that the emergence of spatial agglomeration can be explained by instability of the uniform,
ﬂat-earth equilibrium.
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mechanism. Such an analysis is, however, insuﬃcient if we are interested in the spatial
system’s behavior as a whole.2
Although the two-location setup is an eﬀective starting point, it has several limitations.
First, these models are, by deﬁnition, incapable of describing or explaining rich varieties of
polycentric spatial concentrations of economic activities observed in the real world (Anas
et al., 1998); basically, these models can express only binary states: complete dispersion
or agglomeration. Second, the extent to which implications of the two-location setting
can be generalized to a multi-locational version of the model is unclear. For instance,
indistinguishable models in a two-location world can exhibit signiﬁcantly diﬀerent bifurcation
patterns in a multi-locational world.3 The two-location setup is too degenerated in the spatial
dimension and lacks suﬃcient resolution for the modeler to determine the diﬀerence. Because
there are undoubtedly many locations in the real world, not just two, heavy reliance on the
two-location setup requires resolution.4
This paper advances the discussion one step forward. We identify the intrinsic bifurcation
properties of the HW model in a multi-location setting beyond two. To this end, we utilize a
technique proposed by Akamatsu et al. (2012), which is tailored for the analytical treatment
of general spatial agglomeration models.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, by allowing arbitrary numbers of zones,
provided that the zones are located on a symmetric circumference, we analytically follow a
spatial structure’s complete evolutionary path through the process of changing a structural
parameter. Speciﬁcally, starting from a uniform spatial distribution of retailers, we consider
the process of improvement in the global level of transportation technologies that is captured
by a transport cost parameter. We derive the closed-form and semi-closed-form formulae
for the critical points of the transport cost parameter, i.e., points where catastrophic phase
transitions occur; we also identify the characteristics of these bifurcations, that is, the emergent
spatial conﬁguration after each bifurcation. We demonstrate that the spatial structure’s
evolutionary path in the HW model exhibits a remarkable recursive property called the spatial
period-doubling cascade; after each bifurcation, the number of locations with positive mass
of retailers (market centers) is reduced by half, doubling the spacing between them.5
Second, we address a strong connection between the HW model and the new economic
geography (NEG) literature, which originated from Krugman (1991)’s core–periphery (CP)
model. We make a side-by-side comparison of the bifurcation properties of the HW model and
Pﬂüger (2004)’s NEG model.6 In terms of similarities, Akamatsu et al. (2012) demonstrated
2Geographers resorted to numerical approaches once the diﬃculties and limitations in analytical treatments
of their models were realized. The next section reviews related studies.
3Recently, Akamatsu et al. (2015) showed that a fundamental diﬀerence exists in agglomeration patterns of
Forslid and Ottaviano (2003)’s model and Helpman (1998)’s model in a multi-region economy with more than
two locations. The former admits stable polycentric agglomeration patterns, unlike the latter. Helpman’s model
allows only unimodal, mono-centric spatial agglomeration pattern to emerge, if any. The result questions recent
empirical studies that utilize a Helpman (1998)-type model to ﬁt the polycentric patterns of the real world (e.g.,
Redding and Sturm, 2008; Allen and Arkolakis, 2014). In the two-location world, however, these models are
indistinguishable.
4See Behrens and Thisse (2007) for a thorough discussion on the “dimensionality issue” and its empirical
relevance.
5See Deﬁnition 1 and Figure 5 in 4.5.
6We choose Pﬂüger (2004) for the sake of analytical tractability. The bifurcation properties of Pﬂüger
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that Pﬂüger’s (Pf’s) NEG model also exhibit the spatial period-doubling cascade in a multiregion economy; for dissimilarities, we show that, depending on parameter values, the HW
model can exhibit an imperfect spatial period-doubling cascade, unlike Pf’s model. These
(dis-)similarities are explained in terms of the models’ properties of agglomeration and
dispersion forces. The key is how these forces depend on the underlying distance structure,
which is reﬂected in each model’s net agglomeration forces.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related
literature. Section 3 introduces the HW model. In Section 4, employing Akamatsu et al.
(2012)’s approach, we study the model’s bifurcation properties in the course of decreasing
transportation costs. Section 5 discusses the relationship between the HW and Pﬂüger
(2004)’s model. Section 6 oﬀers concluding remarks.

2 Related Literature
A recent review of the HW model can be found in the study by Wilson (2008), where a generalization of Harris and Wilson (1978)’s modeling strategy is termed the Boltzmann–Lotka–
Volterra (BLV) method.7 The BLV method is a synthesis of the fast dynamic (“Boltzmann”
component) and slow dynamic (“Lotka–Volterra” component). The fast dynamic describes
the short-run spatial interaction patterns (i.e., flows between nodes, such as the trip distribution
patterns between the origin–destination pairs) and the short-run payoﬀ landscape, whereas
the slow dynamic describes the gradual evolution in the spatial distribution of mobile factors
that govern the ﬂow generation/attraction processes (i.e., stocks at nodes, such as population
at origins and destinations8). The entropy-maximizing framework, which was introduced
to regional sciences by Wilson (1967) and further developed in Wilson (1970a), is one of
the most uniﬁed ﬂow-based static spatial interaction modeling paradigms. Accounting for
ﬂow-dependent disequilibrium evolutions of stock values at the nodes, BLV formalism adds a
dynamic aspect to these models. The HW model is a canonical example of the BLV method.
The BLV method is suﬃciently general to include a large number of modeling techniques
in regional sciences as subsets. A good example is Krugman (1991)’s CP model, which
opened up a new branch of economics, namely NEG. NEG models diﬀer from classical
location theory models because they are able “to combine old ingredients in a new recipe”
(Ottaviano and Thisse, 2005) that employs a full-ﬂedged general equilibrium framework;
NEG models succeed in bonding up ﬁrm-level increasing returns and transportation costs
between regions and factor mobility into compact, simpliﬁed general equilibrium models.
From the BLV perspective, models in the NEG literature are a subclass of the BLV method
whose fast dynamics are based on conventional microeconomic modeling techniques. The
NEG literature also emphasizes, similar to geography, self-organization and phase transitions
(2004)’s model are essentially similar to those of other prominent NEG models.
7For convenience, we review the BLV method in Appendix A.
8Studies by Wilson and other geographers may reﬂect the synergetics and related literatures in the 1970s
and 1980s (Haken, 1973). Synergetics emphasize the combination of the fast and slow dynamic and changing
structural parameters in the processes of spatio-temporal pattern formation, which strongly resembles the
approaches employed by regional scientists, including Wilson. Haken discusses possible applications of his
theory to the ﬁeld of geography (Haken, 1985).
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in spatial structures. 9 The dependence on the two-region setup is more prevalent in the NEG
literature because of economists’ desire for clear exposition. Krugman (1991) also relied on
two-location models to reinforce his ideas. There have been few analytical studies under a
multi-location setup.
Compared with NEG models, the BLV method allows a considerably wide class of shortrun spatial interactions because it does not require general equilibrium condition. Hence,
it is likely that, depending on the model’s speciﬁcations, the BLV method can still provide
wide varieties of numerous new insights into the nature of spatial structures’ self-organizing
processes—the method could identify “how the main forces acting at each spatial scale
interact to generate the space-economy” (Thisse, 2010) beyond the scope of conventional
modeling techniques, such as those employed in NEG models. The power of the method
is, however, yet to be fully demonstrated due to insuﬃcient understanding of BLV models’
analytical properties.
To explore more general properties of BLV models (including the HW model) beyond
the two-location setup, geographers have heavily relied on computer simulations. Clarke and
Wilson (1983) and Clarke and Wilson (1985) report results from their extensive numerical
studies on BLV models. Systematically changing model structural parameters, the authors
ran numerous experiments to determine the type of spatial structures that eventually emerge,
at what point phase transitions occur, or how initial conditions aﬀect resulting spatial patterns
(see Clarke et al., 1998; Wilson, 2010; Wilson and Dearden, 2011; Dearden and Wilson,
2015, for recent explorations). Because we can easily add any “realistic” condition to
numerical simulations, they enjoy great generalities, including two-dimensional space or
systems with multi-class mobile agents. An interesting ﬁnding from these studies is the
self-organization of hexagonal spatial agglomeration patterns, which are quite similar to
those proposed in the classical central place theory of Christaller (1933) and Lösch (1940).
The great generality of computer simulations has, however, inevitably limited the clarity of
these studies’ implications. For example, Weidlich and Haag (1987), Weidlich and Munz
(1990), Munz and Weidlich (1990) also showed the emergence of hexagonal agglomeration
pattern numerically using a combination of the fast and slow dynamic. However, the model
is so complicated that it is practically impossible to determine why and how such a result
is obtained. In fact, there has been no accepted rigorous proof for the emergence of the
Christaller–LÃűsch hexagon from the BLV models. Lacking a concrete understanding of the
bifurcation mechanisms that govern models in hand may considerably limit the conclusions’
eﬀectiveness as well as their potential empirical applications.
Numerical and analytical approaches for the BLV models—including the HW model—to
date seem to fall on the two extremes of the trade-oﬀ between generality and clarity: the
former numerical approach assumes generality, whereas the latter assumes clarity. This study
is an attempt to bridge this gap with regard to “clarity”.

9Almost no cross-references have been made between BLV and NEG-type models. Considering the strong
similarities between their methodologies, this fact is surprising and seems inappropriate. Our sub-aim is to add
a cross-reference to acknowledge the contributions from both sides.
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3 The Model
In this section, we construct the retailer model by Harris and Wilson (1978). Although
we use a slightly diﬀerent interpretation on the variables for consistency with the economic
literature, the essential economic intuitions and mathematical properties are unchanged.

3.1 The Fast Dynamic: Spatial Interactions
Consider a city that is discretized into K zones and associated centroids. We denote the
set of these discrete zones by K ≡ {0, 1, ..., K − 1}. Generalized transport costs between
the centroids of zones are given exogenously by T ≡ [tij | i, j ∈ K]. Each zone contains
a continuum of retailing ﬁrms, each operating a retailing shop. The number of retailers at
zone i is denoted by hi ≥ 0. A ﬁxed portion of consumers reside in each zone. Consumers
are assumed to inelastically buy retail goods. The total per capita consumer demand for
shopping activity is an exogenously given constant Oi in each zone i ∈ K. In the HW model,
we are interested in the equilibrium—a precise deﬁnition is given later in this section—spatial
distribution h∗ of the retailers.
We assume that in the short run, consumers’ shopping behavior is captured by a set of
origin-constrained gravity equations. We denote the spatial distribution of retailers by a
K-dimensional vector h ≡ [..., hi , ...]⊤ ∈ RK
+ . In the short-time scale, h is assumed to be a
fixed constant. The consumer demand Sij (h) from zone i to j, measured as a cash ﬂow, is
modeled as a set of origin-constrained gravity equations
Sij (h) =

1
hα exp[−βtij ]Oi
∆i (h) j

∀i, j ∈ K

(1)

where ∆i (h) is a normalizing function
∆i (h) ≡

∑

hαk exp[−βtik ]

∀i ∈ K

k∈K

∑

that ensures the conservation of demand from each zone (i.e., j∈K Sij = Oi for all i). In
Sij (h), the parameters α, β > 0 are assumed to be exogenous. The term hαi is interpreted
as the attractiveness of retailers in zone i where α determines the economy of scale. When
α < 1, it represents diminishing returns with respect to scale hi ; α = 1 represents constant
returns; and α > 1 indicates increasing returns. As will be discussed, an interesting case
arises when α > 1. On the other hand, β dictates how fast demand decreases with travel cost
tij . Therefore, exp[−βtij ], as a whole, is interpreted as impedance of interactions from zone
i to j.10 Thus, β can be interpreted as a global transportation cost parameter that controls
spatial interaction levels in the city. Later, we will assess the eﬀect of gradually lowering
β (i.e., improvements in the transportation technology). Note that in the HW model, the
price of retail goods is absent.11 This speciﬁcation of the spatial interaction S(h) between
zones is equivalent to an entropy maximization procedure; it corresponds to the “Boltzmann”
component of the BLV method (see Wilson, 2008, and Appendix A).
10Note that a change of coordinate β := log τ with τ > 1 yields the iceberg transport technology usually
assumed in NEG models because then we can write exp[−βtik ] = τ −tik .
11If we allow some reduced form, the price of retail goods (and land rent) can be easily added to the model.
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3.2 Short-Run Retailer Profits
The following three subsections focus on the long-run equilibrium for h. We deﬁne retailer
proﬁt and then specify the incentive landscape induced by the short-run spatial interaction.
First, summing up the consumers’ demands from all other zones, the total revenue Si (h) of
all retailers locating in zone i is given by
Si (h) ≡

∑

j∈K

Sji (h) =

1
hαi exp[−βtji ]Oj .
j∈K ∆j (h)
∑

We assume that revenue is equally distributed for all ﬁrms in the zone. In other words, after
choosing zone i for the shopping destination, visiting consumers select every shop (ﬁrm) in
zone i with equal probability of 1/hi . Then, the revenue of a single ﬁrm in zone i is given by
Si (h)/hi . We also assume that in each zone, a ﬁrm must only pay a ﬁxed entry cost κi > 0.
Then, the proﬁt of a ﬁrm in zone i is12
Πi (h) =

∑
1
Si (h)
− κi =
hiα−1 exp[−βtji ]Oj − κi .
hi
∆
(h)
j
j∈K

(2)

Using the above proﬁt function Πi , the “proﬁt function” of ﬁrms in the original paper by
Harris and Wilson is Π̂i ≡ hi Πi = Si − κi hi . This original proﬁt function is considered
to be the aggregated proﬁt of zone i in our model. In eﬀect, the original model assumes a
single large ﬁrm that operates oligopolistically a large retailing shop in each zone. These
large ﬁrms are assumed to change hi , which is interpreted as the capacity of the shop zone i
(e.g., ﬂoorspace of the shop), in response to the proﬁt Π̂i .
It is convenient to deﬁne the spatial discounting matrix D for further analysis. The
spatial discounting matrix is a K-by-K matrix, whose (i, j)-th element is deﬁned by dij ≡
exp[−βtij ]. Using D, we have a useful vector-form expression of the proﬁt function
Π(h) = M ⊤ O − κ
M ≡ diag[∆]−1 D diag[h]α−1
∆ ≡ D diag[h]α 1

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)

where O ≡ [..., Oi , ...]⊤ and κ ≡ [..., κi , ...]⊤ ; the vector 1 denotes a vector of appropriate
dimension whose elements are all one. Throughout this paper, diag[a] denotes a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal entries are given by the vector a and oﬀ-diagonals are all zero.
The vector-form expression using D has some utility other than its simplistic appearance.
By its deﬁnition, transport cost structure T and associated impedance structure {dij } of
the spatial interaction are completely encapsulated in D. In other words, D contains all
the relevant information of the underlying physical space. From this, the proﬁt function’s
functional form, in relation to D, reveals the way in which it depends on the physical space.
In our payoﬀ function, the ﬁrst term arises from spatial interactions between zones (i.e.,
consumers’ shopping behavior). The second term is a zone-speciﬁc term that does not depend
on the distance structure because (as assumed) it is a per-zone ﬁxed cost. The former depends
12A problem occurs, namely, division by zero, when α < 1 and hi = 0. However, throughout this paper, we
focus on the case α > 1, which does not cause any mathematical problem.
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on D, whereas the latter does not. Moreover, using the vector-form expression reveals how
the former depends on D in a macroscopic manner compared with looking directly at the
element-wise equation. In Section 5, we show the true value of this vector-form expression
by comparing two distinct agglomeration models.

3.3 Firms’ Entry–Exit Behavior and the Equilibrium Condition
The previous subsection deﬁned the model’s payoﬀ structure. We now formulate the equilibrium condition. We assume that the retailing market contains inﬁnitely many potential
entrants seeking proﬁt opportunities. We assume that if the retailers’ proﬁt is non-negative
in some zones, new ﬁrms enter these zones. Therefore, in the long run, retailer proﬁts are
exhausted by retailing ﬁrms’ entry–exit behavior. In eﬀect, for a spatial distribution of ﬁrms
h to be stationary, we require the following zero-proﬁt condition:
{

Πi (h) = 0 if hi > 0
Πi (h) ≤ 0 if hi = 0

∀i ∈ K

(4)

We call a spatial distribution of ﬁrms h that satisﬁes the above condition an equilibrium.
The HW model is an open-city model (Fujita, 1989); the total number of retailers at
an equilibrium is thus determined from the equilibrium condition itself. Note that the
equilibrium condition is equivalently expressed in the following complementarity condition:
hi Πi (h) = 0, hi ≥ 0, Πi (h) ≤ 0

∀i ∈ K

(5)

Adding up, we have the following equation that holds at any equilibrium:
∑

hi Πi (h) =

i∈K

∑

i∈K

Si (h) −

∑

κi hi = 0

i∈K

The ﬁrst term in the middle equation is the total demand from all consumers in the city. It
thus reduces to the following relation:
∑

i∈K

Oi −

∑

(6)

κi hi = 0

i∈K

This conservation equation, which constrains the total number of ﬁrms at any equilibrium, is
equivalent to the “balancing condition” of Harris and Wilson (1978).

3.4 The Slow Dynamic: Adjustment and the Stability of Equilibria
Because of the returns to scale modeled in the spatial interaction function (consumers’
demand), the HW model admits multiple equilibria in a wide range of parameter values,
particularly when α > 1. Therefore, we must select the set of reasonable—under some
criteria—equilibria from among them. This paper focuses on the set of stable equilibria
under an adjustment dynamic of h. The dynamic introduced here corresponds to the slow
dynamic or the “Lotka–Volterra” component of the BLV method.
The adjustment dynamic F is the slow dynamic that determines the long-run spatial
distribution of ﬁrms; so far, we have not discussed how the equilibrium condition (4) is
8

achieved. In this paper, consistent with Harris and Wilson (1978), we assume that the spatial
pattern h gradually evolves in proportion to both proﬁt Π(h) and the state h itself. We
assume that the time evolution of h is governed by the following dynamic:
ḣ = F (h) ≡ diag[h] · Π(h) = [Si (h) − κi hi ].
Note that the dynamic is consistent with the aforementioned entry–exit behavior of ﬁrms;
therefore, the set of stationary points for the dynamic coincides with the set of equilibrium
points: every stationary point satisﬁes the equilibrium condition (4) and vice versa.
To deﬁne the stability of a given equilibrium, we employ stability under small perturbations (i.e., local stability). We ﬁrst deﬁne the adjustment dynamic F for the state variable h,
which includes all equilibrium points in the set of its stationary point. We restrict our attention
to the neighborhood of an equilibrium h∗ . The stability of h∗ is then deﬁned in the sense of
linear asymptotic stability under F . The theory of dynamical systems posits that a stationary
point h∗ of F is linearly asymptotically stable if all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
at the point, ∇F (h∗ ) ≡ [∂Fi (h∗ )/∂hj ], have negative real parts; h∗ is linearly unstable if at
least one of the eigenvalues has a positive real part. These facts facilitate the investigation of
a given equilibrium’s stability by analyzing the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix ∇F (h∗ ).

4 Lowering Transport Costs and the Evolution of Spatial
Structure
4.1 Changing Structural Parameters and Bifurcations
In the previous section, we formulated the HW model; in addition, the deﬁnition of its
equilibria and their stability have been introduced. The effect of changes in exogenous
structural parameters, such as α, β, O, κ, and T . This is because a change in a parameter,
say, α or β, may lead to catastrophic phase transitions.
Such comparative static (bifurcation) analyses have been conducted by Harris and Wilson
(1978) or Clarke (1981), and it is suggested that catastrophic phase transitions will occur
in spatial patterns at some critical parameter values. Their analyses are, however, not fully
systematic ones that employ graphical tricks focusing on a single zone at once. Although
one can draw some qualitative conclusions from such analyses, they do not provide concrete
insights into the systemic behavior of multiple zones together. Clarke and Wilson (1985),
and more recently Dearden and Wilson (2015), report the result of extensive numerical
assessments on the eﬀect of changing α and β. They revealed the properties of equilibrium
spatial distributions at diﬀerent (α, β) pairs. Such an approach provides qualitative insights
but not clear-cut conclusions.
This section, through an explicit stability analysis, unveils the previously unknown (at least
in an mathematical sense) bifurcation properties of the HW model in line with a decreasing
transportation cost parameter β.13 As discussed in the introduction, we employ a method
proposed by Akamatsu et al. (2012). The key components of the method are (i) the spatial
discounting matrix D, (ii) the racetrack zone system, and (iii) discrete Fourier transformation
13Other possible parameter paths are discussed in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: The racetrack economy (K = 16). Small white circles represent possible entry
locations (i.e., zones) for a retailing ﬁrm. Lines connect neighboring zones.
(DFT). Combining these three components enables us to analytically derive eigenpairs for
the Jacobian matrix ∇F of the adjustment dynamics at the equilibrium points of interest.
Hence, we can explicitly study the (in-)stability of equilibria and bifurcations.

4.2 Racetrack Zone System and the Flat-earth Equilibrium
Following the classical tradition of geography, we consider a homogeneous space over which
all the underlying parameters are uniform: Oi = O, κi = κ. Let us further assume that all
zones are equivalent, and no zone enjoys better access to consumers. Speciﬁcally, for the
underlying physical space, we assume the racetrack zone system, or racetrack economy, in
which all K zones are placed equidistantly on a circumference (see Figure 1). For instance,
in a line segment, zones near the boundaries have fewer opportunities to access consumers
compared with the central portion. In a racetrack economy, however, every zone has the
same level of accessibility to other zones. This assumption may also be interpreted as an
approximation of an inﬁnite line.
In the racetrack zone system, the travel cost tij between zones i and j is deﬁned as the
shortest path length on the circumference, i.e.,
tij = (2π/K) · m(i, j)
m(i, j) ≡ min .{|i − j|, K − |i − j|}.
Under this setting, the (i, j)th entry of spatial discounting matrix D, dij , is given by
dij = exp[−βtij ] = rm(i,j) ,
where r denotes the spatial discounting factor that captures accessibility between two consecutive zones on the circumference:
r ≡ exp[−β(2π/K)].
By deﬁnition, r is a strictly decreasing function of β. Corresponding to β ∈ (0, ∞), the
feasible range of r is (0, 1): β = 0 ⇔ r = 1 and β → ∞ ⇔ r → 0. Because our focus
is decreasing β, it corresponds to increasing r. For convenience, we use r, not β, in the
remainder of the paper. We interpret r ∈ (0, 1) as a global freeness parameter of spatial
interaction between zones.
10

In the racetrack zone system, the spatial discounting matrix D has a special structure
called circulant property. A circulant matrix A is a square matrix in which each row is the
previous row cycled forward one step; the entries in each row are a cyclic permutation of the
entries in the ﬁrst row a0 . For example, when K = 4, the spatial discounting matrix D is





D=



1 r r2 r
r 1 r r2 

.
r2 r 1 r 
r r2 r 1

Clearly, the kth row (k = 1, 2, 3) is obtained by rotating the ﬁrst row d0 = [1, r, r2 , r] to the
right k times. The fact that D is a circulant parametrized by a single global transport cost
parameter r plays a key role in the analysis of this paper; as shown below, it simpliﬁes the
stability analysis of equilibria.
We assume that the spatial distribution of retailers is initially uniform; this symmetry
means that the uniform distribution of retailers is always an equilibrium. We call this
spatial structure the “ﬂat-earth equilibrium” and denote it by h̄ = [h, h, ..., h]⊤ . From the
conservation condition, we have h = O/κ.
We assume that r ≈ 0 in the ﬁrst place (i.e., transport costs are quite large). Starting from
h̄ and small r, we follow the evolution of spatial structure in line with increasing accessibility
r. In other words, we start from a “corner-shop” spatial economy (Wilson and Oulton, 1983)
wherein consumers travel short distances and all shopping demands are met by local retail
shops in each zone. The gradual increase in r enables consumers to travel longer distances,
changing the balance of the agglomeration and dispersion forces.

4.3 Emergence of Agglomeration: Destabilization of the Flat-Earth
Equilibrium
We ﬁrst investigate the stability of the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄. To analytically examine
the equilibrium’s stability, we must derive the eigenvalues g of the Jacobian matrix for the
adjustment dynamic under the conﬁguration. The Jacobian matrix ∇F (h̄) is obtained as
(

∇F (h̄) = h∇Π(h̄) = (ακ) −D̄ 2 + α̂I

)

(7)

where ∇Π denotes the Jacobian matrix of proﬁt, I denotes the identity matrix, α̂ ≡ 1 − α−1 ,
and D̄ ≡ D/d with d ≡ d0 ·1 denotes the row-normalized spatial discounting matrix [for the
computation of ∇F (h̄), see Appendix C.1]. Because I and D̄ are both circulant matrices,
∇F (h̄) is also circulant.
Although the above formula is simple, we cannot obtain the eigenvalues and associated
eigenvectors of ∇F (h̄) analytically under general, asymmetric distance structures between
zones. In such a setting, stability analysis at any equilibrium point is purely a numerical task
and does not provide any clear insight into the model’s essential bifurcation properties. This
is one of the most signiﬁcant reasons why many previous analytical studies in geography and
NEG have focused on spatially degenerated two-location models with great symmetry.
In the racetrack zone system, however, we can analytically obtain eigenpairs of ∇F (h̄)
because of the circulant property. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a K-dimensional
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Figure 2: The eigenvalues f of D̄ for K = 8 as functions of r.
circulant matrix are obtained analytically using the DFT matrix of the same dimension.
Speciﬁcally, we can easily show the following relation (see Appendix C.1):
(

diag[g] = (ακ) − diag[f ]2 + α̂ diag[1]

)

(8)

where g and f denote the eigenvalues of ∇F (h̄) and D, respectively. Comparing equations
with (7), we notice that the functional relation between vectors g, f , and 1 are exactly the
same as that between ∇F , D, and I.
To obtain g, we need to know the eigenvalues f of D in a racetrack system. We have the
following characterization of f , which is illustrated in Figure 2 for the case K = 8.
Lemma 1 (Akamatsu et al. (2012), Lemma 4.2). All eigenvalues f ≡ [f0 , f1 , ..., fK−1 ] of D
are obtained analytically by the DFT of the ﬁrst row d0 ; the kth eigenvector associated with
fk is the kth column vector zk of the DFT matrix. Furthermore, the following hold true:
(a) First, f0 = 1. For the others, each fk is a monotonically decreasing function of spatial
discounting factor r and takes a value of (0, 1).
(b) Assume that K is even. Then, the minimal eigenvalue min{fk } is always fM (M ≡
k

K/2). The minimal eigenvalue fM and the associated eigenvector is
fM =


C(r)

{C(r)}2

if K = 2
if K ≥ 4

(9)

zM ≡ [(−1)j ] = [1, −1, . . .]⊤ .

(10)

where C(r) ≡ (1 − r)/(1 + r).

Summarizing the above discussion, we have the following lemma concerning the eigenvalues g of the Jacobian matrix of the dynamic at ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄:
Lemma 2. Let g be the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the adjustment dynamic,
∇F (h̄), at the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ in the economy. Then, g is
(11a)
(11b)

gk = (ακ) · G(fk )
G(f ) = −f 2 + α̂
The kth eigenvector associated with gk is the kth column vector zk of the DFT matrix.
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Figure 3: The net agglomeration force G(fk ) of the HW model (α > 1).
The eigenvalues g of the Jacobian matrix have many economic meanings; they can be
interpreted as the net agglomeration force at work in the HW model. Note that the sign
of gk solely depends on the sign of G(fk ). The function G(f ) captures the agglomeration
and dispersion forces of the HW model. The ﬁrst term of G(f ) is always negative; it is a
dispersion force arising from competition between retailers at diﬀerent locations, which is
modeled in the gravity equations of consumer demand. The second term, α̂, captures the
scale eﬀect of α. It is positive if α > 1, zero if α = 1, and negative if α < 1. When
α > 1, the second term is interpreted as an agglomeration force. Thus, G(f ) represents net
agglomeration force in the sense that it is the pure agglomeration force (second term) minus
the pure dispersion force (ﬁrst term).
We see that if α ≤ 1, the function G(f ) always takes a negative value for all f ∈ (0, 1);
this reﬂects the fact that when α ≤ 1 no agglomeration forces exist in the model. The
ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ is always asymptotically stable at any r if α ≤ 1. Because we are
interested in the process of symmetry breaking and self-organization, the remainder of the
paper focuses on the case α > 1 (Figure 3).
In the remainder, we assume that K is even and investigate the bifurcation from h̄ using
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. When transport costs are high, the value of fk is near 1 (Figure 2).
We can easily verify from Figure 3 that gk is negative for all k; the ﬂat-earth equilibrium is
therefore stable. Since fk is decreasing in r and G(f ) is decreasing in f , it follows that gk is
increasing in r. As long as α > 1, the destabilization of h̄ will result. The ﬁrst eigenvector
that becomes positive is, of course, the maximal eigenvalue among g. The eigenvalue is
always gM ; this follows from the fact that fM is always the minimal among f (Figure 2 and
Figure 3). Thus, when r increases, the bifurcation from the ﬂat-earth equilibrium occurs at
r(0) that satisﬁes G(fM (r(0) )) = 0. This bifurcation moves the spatial distribution of retailers
in the direction of zM in (10).
From the above discussion, we obtain a complete characterization of the ﬁrst bifurcation
from the ﬂat-earth equilibrium as follows:
Proposition 1 (The ﬁrst bifurcation). Assume that α > 1 and K is even.14 We start from
a high level of transportation costs (r ≈ 0) in which the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ is stable.
14This assumption is a canonical one to utilize Lemma 1 (b). When we assume that for an odd K, the ﬁrst
bifurcation’s properties will be changed; it is of course not so simple as Proposition 1. However, the qualitative
properties of the emergent spatial pattern after the bifurcation will be similar: the average distance between
market centers approximately doubles after the bifurcation. Showing this is a numerical task that is beyond the
focus of this paper.
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Further, we consider a steady decrease in transportation costs, i.e., a steady increase in r.
Then the following hold true:
√
−1
(a) h̄ becomes unstable at r(0) ≡ fM
( α̂).15
(b) The bifurcation at r(0) leads to a spatial structure
h = h̄ + δzM = [h + δ, h − δ, h + δ, h − δ, . . .]⊤
with δ ∈ (0, h), in which the number of retailers in alternate regions increase.
(c) r(0) decreases as α increases.
Proof. For a complete proof including the exact formula of r(0) , see Appendix C.2.
Figure 4 illustrates the ﬂat-earth equilibrium and resulting pattern after the ﬁrst bifurcation. Intuitively, the increase in α (i.e., stronger agglomeration force) leads to faster
agglomeration in line with increasing r.
The maximality of gM has an intuitive interpretation. The following relation holds true
by deﬁnition:
gk · zk = ∇F (h̄) · zk = h∇Π(h̄) · zk .
Each element of ∇Π(h̄) · zk represents increased proﬁt for a retailer when the retailers
relocate in the direction of zk ; thus, each gk is a marginal increase in total proﬁt in each zone.
If gk is positive, when the state slightly changes in the direction of zk , zones with increased
numbers of retailers gain more proﬁt and zones with decreased numbers of retailers lose.
This encourages further deviation in the direction of zk . The opposite holds true if gk is
negative; when gk < 0, a deviation in the direction zk reduces proﬁt at every location, thereby
producing inertia in retail ﬁrms’ location choice. When r increases, the eigenvalue gM is the
ﬁrst to vanish; its maximality means that the inertia in this direction is weakest.
A remaining question is why inertia in the zM direction is the weakest. Given that
the agglomeration force is constant and does not depend on the transport cost parameter,
the bifurcation, or endogenous agglomeration, is induced by some decline in the dispersion
force. In the HW model, the dispersion force arises from the competition over ﬁxed consumer
demand. Lower transport costs enable consumers to travel longer distances, thus reducing
spatial isolation, which is reﬂected by the decrease in f . Consequently, the latent market
territory for which each market center can serve consumer demands gradually expand as r
increases, strengthening competition between market centers. Possible entrance locations
are given by the discrete, equidistantly placed zones; actual expansion of the market territory
occurs when this latent market territory exactly doubles, leading the alternating market centers
to disappear. This transition is expressed by the direction zM . This result is reminiscent
of the arguments of classical central place theory in which market centers are equidistantly
spaced at an equilibrium.
15The critical value r(0) is analytically obtained. Yet, the exact expression of fM depending upon K (see
Lemma 1), we omit the exact formula to avoid unnecessarily complicating the presentation.
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(a) h̄

(c) h(1)

(b) h̄ + δzM

Figure 4: The spatial patterns relevant to the ﬁrst bifurcation (K = 16).

4.4 The Stability of K/2-Centric Pattern and the Second Bifurcation
After the ﬁrst bifurcation from the ﬂat-earth equilibrium, δ increases rapidly in accordance
with the increase in r. We expect that the spatial conﬁguration will converge to another
symmetric equilibrium pattern in which only alternate zones in K have retailers. We denote
the K/2-centric spatial conﬁguration by h(1) Figure 4 (c). The bracketed superscript indicates
the extent of the symmetry breaking inducted by increasing r. We deﬁne h(1) by
[

]⊤

h(1) ≡ 2h, 0, 2h, 0, . . . , 2h, 0

in which the even-numbered zones have twice as many ﬁrms as the ﬂat-earth equilibrium
while the other zones have none because of the preceding bifurcation. It is immediate that
the spacial conﬁguration satisﬁes the equilibrium condition (4) and the conservation equation
(6). Compared with the “corner-shop” interpretation of h̄, the spatial pattern h(1) may be
interpreted as a city with slight heterogeneity because some zones lack retailers.
This outcome has an apparent symmetry and resemblance to the ﬂat-earth equilibrium;
ignoring zones without retailers yields a “ﬂat-earth” equilibrium with the number of zones
reduced to K/2, doubling the distance (“spatial period”) between them. The similarity
encourages us to hypothesize that the bifurcation from h(1) , analogous to the bifurcation
from h̄, further halves the number of market centers and leads to a K/4-centric pattern:
h(2) ≡ [4h, 0, 0, 0, 4h, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 4h, 0, 0, 0]⊤ .
of course provided that K is a multiple of 4. This intuition can be proven by analytically
deriving the eigenvalues of ∇F (h(1) ) and the associated eigenvectors; there is again a single
function G(1) (r) that represents the net agglomeration force at this conﬁguration. We have
the following proposition:
Proposition 2 (The second bifurcation). Assume that K is a multiple of 4. Let g be the
eigenvalues of ∇F (h(1) ). Then,
(a) There is a function G(1) (r) of r that satisﬁes sgn(max gk ) = sgn(G(1) (r)).
k

(b) If α < 2, then h(1) is stable at suﬃciently small r; if α > 1, then h(1) is unstable at
suﬃciently large r.
(c) Consider the steady increase in r. If 1 < α < 2, then h(1) becomes unstable at
the critical value r(1) that is given as the unique analytical solution for the equation
G(n) (r) = 0.
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Figure 5: The spatial period-doubling cascade (K = 16).
(d) The bifurcation leads to a spatial pattern
h = h(1) + δ{h(2) − h(1) }
with δ ∈ (0, 1), in which retailers in alternate market centers increase in number.
(e) r(1) decreases as the increasing return parameter α increases.
Proof. See Appendix C.3 for the proof and the exact formulae of G(1) (r) and r(1) .
The condition α < 2 requires that the increasing return eﬀect should not be too strong
so that h(1) can be a stable equilibrium for some r; otherwise, h(1) cannot be stable at any
transport cost level r. As discussed for the ﬁrst bifurcation, the condition α > 1 requires
that the increasing return eﬀect should exist so that h(1) becomes unstable according to an
increase in r.

4.5 Recursive Emergence of Spatial Structure: The Spatial-Period Doubling Cascade
Our analysis so far has shown that under suitable values of α, the ﬁrst and second bifurcation
lead to a spatially alternate pattern, each time reducing the number of the market centers
(zones with retailers) by half: K → K/2 → K/4. This property implies that this recursive
bifurcation process will continue. For clarity in presentation, we assume in the following
that K = 2J for some positive integer J.16 We deﬁne the spatial period-doubling cascade
as follows:
Definition 1 (The spatial period-doubling cascade). We consider a steady decrease of transport costs in a racetrack zone system with K = 2J for some positive integer J. A series
of bifurcations from the ﬂat-earth equilibrium is called the spatial period-doubling cascade
when (a) every bifurcation exactly halves the number of market centers, doubling the spacing between neighboring ones, and (b) the recursive process continues until a mono-centric
pattern is attained.

16If we assume that K is not a power of 2 (e.g., K = 12), we may observe some stable equilibria without
rotational symmetries (but with some reﬂectional symmetry). In such a case, however, bifurcation behavior
will be much complicated and a numerical bifurcation analysis should be conducted, as Ikeda et al. (2012a) did
for Krugman (1991)’s model with K = 6. See also Footnote 14 for the eﬀect of assuming an odd K.
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Figure 5 depicts this bifurcation for K = 24 = 16. The potential existence of the
spatial period-doubling cascade path is proved for general spatial agglomeration models
using group-theoretic bifurcation theory (Ikeda et al., 2012a, Proposition 5). Its actual
existence depends on individual models and parameter values. Akamatsu et al. (2012) has
shown that a multi-regional extension of the Pﬂüger (2004)’s NEG model actually exhibits
the spatial period-doubling cascade for a wide range of parameters. Below, we prove that the
HW model also satisﬁes this property with suitable values of α. In Section 5, we will discuss
how this similarity stems from the properties of the net agglomeration forces operating in
these models.
To verify the occurrence of the spatial period-doubling cascade, we ﬁrst derive the
eigenvalues g of ∇F at the K/2n -centric equilibrium h(n) (n = 1, 2, ..., J − 1) and examine
the resulting bifurcation. The equilibrium pattern h(n) is17
[

h(n) ≡ 2n h, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 2n h, 0, 0, . . . , 0, . . . , 2n h, 0, 0, . . . , 0
|

{z

2n

} |

{z

2n

}

|

{z

2n

}

]⊤

.

The following proposition characterizes the bifurcation from the K/2n -centric equilibrium
h(n) :
Proposition 3 (The bifurcation from h(n) ). Assume that K = 2J with some positive integer
J. Let g be the eigenvalues of ∇F (h(n) ). Then,
(a) There is a function G(n) (r) of r that satisﬁes sgn(maxk gk ) = sgn(G(n) (r)).
(b) If α < 2n , then h(n) is stable at suﬃciently small r; if α > 1, then h(n) is unstable at
suﬃciently large r.
(c) Consider the steady increase in r. If 1 < α < 2n , then h(n) becomes unstable at the
critical value r(n) that is given as the unique solution for the equation
G(n) (r) = 0

(12)

(d) The bifurcation leads to a spatial pattern
h = h(n) + δ{h(n+1) − h(n) }
with δ ∈ (0, 1), in which the number of retailers in the alternate market centers increase.
Proof. See Appendix C.5.
In Proposition 3, the function G(n) (r) is interpreted as representing the largest net agglomeration force at h(n) . We see that Proposition 3 is a generalization of Proposition 2,
although in this case, the equation is not analytically solvable for n ≥ 2. The condition
1 < α < 2n again ensures that the bifurcation from h(n) occurs. Proposition 3 indicates that
any bifurcation from a symmetric equilibrium h(n) is of a period-doubling nature, leading to
another symmetric equilibrium h(n) + 1. Basic economic intuitions are similar to those of the
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Figure 6: All G(n) (r) (n = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the critical points r(n) for K = 16.
ﬁrst bifurcation; it reﬂects gradual expansion of market territory and increasing competition
between market centers.
We now have the (semi-)closed-form formulae of the critical points {r(n) }. We have yet
to show, however, under what condition h(n) + 1 actually emerges after the bifurcation from
h(n) . Speciﬁcally, h(n) + 1 can be already unstable before r(n) is attained. If the critical
values {r(n) } are increasing in n, each bifurcation reduces the number of market centers
(zones with positive numbers of retailing ﬁrms) by half—the successive emergence of h(n)
is ensured. The required condition for the spatial period-doubling cascade is
r(n) < r(n+1)

∀n ≤ J − 2

(13)

To verify the property, we should at least require r(0) < r(1) , provided that these bifurcations occur (i.e., 1 < α < 2). The inequality is analytically solvable; we can derive the
threshold value α ∈ (1, 2) such that if α < α, then r(0) < r(1) holds true. Given α, we have
the following proposition:
Proposition 4 (The occurrence of the spatial period-doubling cascade). Let α be the solution
for r(0) (α) = r(1) (α). Assume that 1 < α < α and K = 2J with some integer J ≥ 2.18
Then, the HW model exhibits the spatial period-doubling cascade.
Proof. See Appendix C.8 for the proof and analytical formula for ᾱ.
The proof of Proposition 4 in Appendix C.8 is seemingly tedious, but the intuition is
straightforward. When 1 < α < α holds true, 1 < α < 2n holds for all n = 1, 2, ..., J − 1;
thus, all the relevant bifurcations will occur. The remaining task is to show that the relations
hold true. Because r(n) are the solutions for G(n) (r) = 0, we compare G(n) (r) for diﬀerent
n, as Figure 6 illustrates. In Figure 6a, we can graphically see that r(n) < r(n) + 1 for all n if
r(0) < r(1) .
17We easily verify that these spatial conﬁgurations actually satisfy the equilibrium condition.
18Note that we exclude K = 2 because then the spatial period-doubling cascade trivially occurs.
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Figure 7: The spatial period-doubling cascade with “skipping” (K = 16).

4.6 The Spatial Period-Doubling Cascade with “Skipping”
In the previous subsection, we proved that when 1 < α < α, the HW model exhibits the
spatial period-doubling cascade, which was previously addressed in Pf’s NEG model. When
α > α, the HW model indicates somewhat diﬀerent bifurcation properties compared with
the simple spatial period-doubling cascade. We have the following proposition:
Proposition 5 (The spatial period-doubling cascade with skipping). Assume that α ≥ ᾱ and
K = 2J with some positive integer J ≥ 2.19 Then, the ﬁrst bifurcation from the ﬂat-earth
equilibrium results in the emergence of h(n̂) with n̂ ≥ 2. A further decrease in transport cost
triggers a series of spatial period-doubling bifurcations originating from h(n̂) .
Proof. See Appendix C.9. For the intuition, Figure 6b would suﬃce.
Figure 6b illustrates the patterns of G(n) (r) in such a case. Figure 7 illustrates the
evolution of spatial structure under the same setting as Figure 6b. In this ﬁgure, h(1) is
already unstable at r(0) ; destabilization of h̄ results in emergence of a deformed spatial
conﬁguration h×(1) ≡ h(1) + δ{h(2) − h(1) } with δ ∈ (0, 1). As r increases, h×(1) converges
to h(2) , which becomes the origin and a spacial period-doubling cascade starts from h(2) .
Therefore, a symmetric K/2-centric pattern h(1) is “skipped” in this evolutionary path.
Under the two-zone setup (when K = 2), “skipping” of a possible equilibrium pattern
in the line of decreasing transport costs does not occur because we have only two alternative
equilibrium patterns: the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ ≡ [h, h]⊤ and the so-called core–periphery
equilibrium h(1) ≡ [2h, 0]⊤ . Recalling the “spatial resolution” issue of two-location models
discussed in the introduction, the “skip” in the HW model should be a concrete example
that indicates the insuﬃciency of analytical approaches resorting to the two-location setup.
Although qualitative bifurcation properties of models would be, perhaps, similar in the multilocation world, hidden rich implications that cannot be delineated in the two-location world
probably exist.

4.7 Sustainability of Agglomeration in the HW model
We have so far focused on the bifurcation properties in the direction of monotonically increasing r (decreasing transport cost). We are also interested in the eﬀect of increasing
transportation costs after an agglomeration is established—or sustainability of a given equilibrium. Typical results from the NEG literature reveal that when transport costs gradually
19We require J ≥ 2 because there should at least one equilibrium pattern that will be “skipped”.
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increase again, a critical point, often termed a sustain point, exists for these costs at which
once-established agglomerations are no longer stable. This property is illustrated by a tomahawk diagram in Krugman (1991) where a hysteresis is present.
In the HW model, however, such sustain points are absent. More precisely, an established
equilibrium, for example, h(n) , is always asymptotically stable in the whole range r ∈
(0, r(n) ). Therefore, when starting from a value of r where h(n) is stable with decreasing
r (increasing transport costs), no destabilization of the equilibrium occurs—h(n) is fully
sustained. Once an agglomeration is formed, no path leads to escape from the agglomeration.
This extreme hysteresis property reﬂects the characteristics of the retailing activity’s consumer
demand function. Consumer demand for a ﬁrm completely vanishes if the number of ﬁrms
in the location equals zero. Potential entrants are thus prevented from locating in the zone
because proﬁt there is negative due to the ﬁxed entry cost κ. Therefore, once a zone is
abandoned by retailers, it will never obtain a new retailer regardless of the extent of transport
costs, provided that it is ﬁnite.20

4.8 Numerical Examples
Some numerical examples of spatial structural evolution in the HW model can illustrate the
theoretical results. Figure 8 depicts typical examples of bifurcation diagrams for diﬀerent
values of α. The number of zones K = 16. Values of α are selected to cover all essential
cases that emerge: (1) relatively small α where the spatial period-doubling cascade occurs,
(2) relatively large α where the spatial period-doubling cascade with skipping occurs, and
(3) an intermediate case.
In each sub-ﬁgure in Figure 8, black thick lines represent the number of ﬁrms located
at the largest market center at stable equilibria for diﬀerent r. Placed above are the spatial
agglomeration patterns that will emerge when r gradually increases from r = 0 to r = 1.
Each critical value of r(n) for the bifurcation from h(n) , if any, is obtained by solving (12).
As discussed, the HW model exhibits an extreme hysteresis property: every symmetric
agglomeration pattern h(n) is asymptotically stable—or “sustained”—in the whole range
(0, r(n) ).
Figure 8a depicts the case α = 1.5. The value satisﬁes the condition 1 < α < ᾱ.
Therefore, from Proposition 4, we expect that spatial period-doubling cascade occurs. The
spatial structure’s evolutionary path follows the pattern
h̄ → h(1) → h(2) → h(3) → h(4)
and each bifurcation at the critical values r(n) (n = 0, 1, 2, 3) doubles the number of ﬁrms in
each market center while halving the number of market centers.
Figure 8b shows the case α = 2.5. This is an example of the spatial period-doubling
cascade with skipping because α > ᾱ. Moreover, α > 2 holds true. Accordingly, the eightcentric pattern h(1) cannot be a stable equilibrium for essentially all values of r, except for
the extreme case r = 0. The ﬁrst n that satisﬁes r(0) < r(n) is n = 2. The emergent spatial
20Some readers may think that this extreme path-dependence is an implausible or even unnatural property
for an agglomeration model. If undesirable, an extra spatial interaction term can be added such that there is
always positive consumer demand for every location, as in many NEG models.
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Figure 8: Typical examples of the bifurcation diagram for diﬀerent valuesof α (K = 16).
structure after the ﬁrst bifurcation is, hence, the four-centric pattern h(2) . In the course of
increasing r, the path is
h̄ → h(2) → h(3) → h(4)

in which h(1) is completely skipped compared with the ﬁrst case.
Figure 8c presents the case α = 1.95. This case is an intermediate case between (a)
and (c). In this case, α > ᾱ holds, but α is not large enough (i.e., α < 2) to destabilize
h(1) for all r. After the ﬁrst bifurcation, a deformed eight-centric pattern emerges. Thus the
evolutionary behavior is quite similar to the spatial period-doubling cascade, except that h(1)
itself is skipped in the line of increasing r; after the ﬁrst bifurcation, a deformed eight-centric
pattern emerges.
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5 Connection to the New Economic Geography Models
Krugman (1991)’s CP model proposed one of the most successful micro-founded modeling
paradigms of economic agglomeration. The “Dixit–Stiglitz, icebergs, evolution, and the
computer” modeling technique (Fujita et al., 1999) introduced by the paper have opened up
a fruitful ﬁeld called NEG today. So far this paper has demonstrated that the HW model
exhibits the spatial period-doubling cascade. As we summarize 5.1 below, Akamatsu et al.
(2012) showed that Pﬂüger (2004)’s NEG model also exhibit this quality. We discuss the
source of this similarity in 5.2.

5.1 Pflüger’s NEG Model and Its Bifurcation Properties
This subsection brieﬂy introduces a NEG model by Pﬂüger (2004) (the Pf model) for use
in later comparisons. The Pf model enjoys analytical tractability compared with Krugman’s
original CP model yet preserves basic properties such as the forward linkage (price index
eﬀect) and backward linkage (demand eﬀect).
Let h be the spatial distribution of mobile consumers, whose ith element represents
the number of mobile consumers at location i. The total number of mobile consumers is
an exogenously given constant H (i.e., closed economy). In the short-run, h is ﬁxed as
mobile consumers cannot change their location. Given h, the general equilibrium condition
determines the indirect utility level vi of consumers at each location i. If fortunate, we have
a closed-form expression of the indirect utility v(h) as a function of h:
µ
µ
log[D ⊤ h] + M ⊤ (h + l1)
σ−1
σ
⊤
−1
M ≡ {diag[D h]} D

(14a)

v(h) =

(14b)

where µ > 0, σ > 1, l > 0 are constants interpreted as consumers’ expenditure ratio
on manufacturing goods, elasticity of substitution of manufacturing goods, and number of
immobile consumer at each location, respectively.21 The second term in (14a) is similar to
the ﬁrst term of the proﬁt function (3a) of the HW model because both reﬂect total inﬂow at
each location that is induced by gravity equations of trade ﬂows.
In the long-run, the mobile consumers are free to choose a residing location. The long-run
equilibrium condition is the standard one

V = v (h)
i
V ≥ vi (h)

if hi > 0
if hi = 0

∀i ∈ K

where V an endogenously determined equilibrium utility level. For the long-run adjustment
dynamic, NEG models often assume the so-called replicator dynamic:
ḣi = hi · {vi (h) − v̄(h)}
21For the details and derivation of the vector-matrix representation of the multi-regional Pf model, consult
Akamatsu et al. (2012). Note that log[a] for a vector a with strictly positive elements is deﬁned as a componentwise log[·] operation: log[a] ≡ [log[ai ]].
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∑

where v̄(h) ≡ H −1 i hi vi (h) denotes the average indirect utility level.
The above construction indicates that the model belongs to the BLV formalism category.
The short-run equilibrium condition in the Pf model corresponds to the “Boltzmann” component, whereas the long-run evolutionary dynamic corresponds to the “Lotka–Volterra”
component. The most characteristic modeling philosophy of NEG models in general, as emphasized by many scholars including Krugman (e.g., Krugman, 2011), is that these models’
“Boltzmann” component is equipped with a full-ﬂedged general equilibrium model according to a combination of the Dixit–Stiglitz model and the iceberg transportation cost. As a
reduced-form model, however, NEG models comfortably fall into the general framework of
the BLV method.
Assume again that the underlying physical space is a circumference with K discrete
locations; further assume that K is even. The bifurcation properties of the Pf model on a
circumference has been extensively studied by Akamatsu et al. (2012). As previously, we
start from high transport costs (i.e., r ≈ 0) at which the ﬂat-earth equilibrium is stable and
gradually increases r. Then, the destabilization of the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ ≡ [h, h, ..., h]⊤
(for the Pf model, h = H/K), if any, is period doubling and results in a K/2-centric pattern as
in the HW model; mobile consumers in alternate locations disappear, and remaining locations
double in the number of inhabitants. Akamatsu et al. (2012) further proves that the spatial
period-doubling bifurcation occurs in the Pf model if K is a power of two. The bifurcation
properties of the Pf model are thus similar to those of the HW model.

5.2 Harris and Wilson’s Model v.s. Pflüger’s Model
The source of similarity between the Pf and HW models will now be discussed. For simplicity,
we focus only on the ﬁrst bifurcation. Again, K is assumed to be even.
Although apparent diﬀerences exist in the equilibrium conditions and dynamics, it is
suﬃcient to compare the Jacobian matrices of the payoﬀ functions at h̄ (i.e., ∇v(h̄) and
∇Π(h̄)) and their eigenvalues to compare the character of the ﬁrst bifurcation; at the ﬂatearth equilibrium, the Jacobian matrix of the dynamic and that of the payoﬀ function coincide
up to a constant multiple in both models.
For the Pf model, the Jacobian matrix of the indirect utility function ∇v(h̄) is
∇v(h̄) =

)
1(
aD̄ − bD̄ 2 ,
h

where a ≡ µ(σ − 1)−1 + σ −1 and b ≡ µσ −1 (1 + lh−1 ). For the HW model, the Jacobian
matrix ∇Π(h̄) of the proﬁt function at h̄ is given as follows:
∇Π(h̄) =

)
Oα (
2
α̂I
−
D̄
.
h2

The Jacobian matrices take relatively simple form with respect to D̄; they are just quadratics.
The functional form of the Jacobian matrix reﬂects each model’s interplay of agglomeration
and dispersion forces. Yet, as discussed in 4.3, asymmetry in the underlying distance structure
prevents analytically obtaining the eigenvalues for these matrices. Imposing the racetrack
topology, the true utility of Akamatsu et al. (2012)’s method is that we can extract intrinsic
properties of the model without unnecessary numerical complications.
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Figure 9: The net agglomeration forces GHW (fk ) and GPf (fk ) as a function of fk .
( )

On the racetrack, it is immediate that for ∇v h̄ its eigenvalues ePf are
1
· GPf (fk )
h
GPf (x) ≡ ax − bx2
ePf
k =

(15a)
(15b)

where fk denotes the kth eigenvector of D̄. Similarly, the eigenvalues eHW of ∇Π(h̄) are
Oα
· GHW (fk )
h2
GHW (x) ≡ α̂ − x2

eHW
=
k

(16a)
(16b)

In both models, the associated eigenvector for the kth eigenvalue ek is the kth column vector
of the K-dimensional DFT matrix.
As Section 4 discussed, the sign of the eigenvalues solely depends on the sign of G(f ).
Figure 9 illustrates GHW (fk ) and GPf (fk ). In either of (15) and (16), the positive term
(the ﬁrst term) represents the agglomeration force of the model while the negative term
(the second) represents the dispersion force. Each of (15) and (16) can be interpreted as a
net agglomeration force as a whole, by which we mean (agglomeration force) − (dispersion
force). Each ek can thus be seen as the net strength of the agglomeration force in the deviation
direction of zk . If ek < 0 for all k, there is no incentive exists for the mobile agents to disturb
the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄; if some ek is positive for some direction, the agglomeration force
in this direction overcomes the dispersion force and h̄ becomes unstable.22
We ﬁrst discuss the similarities and diﬀerences of the net agglomeration forces GHW and
Pf
G . First, in both models, G(f ) is a concave quadratic of fk because of the dispersion force
(second term). The similarity stems from the fact that both models have a spatial competition
eﬀect (or, equivalently, a market crowding eﬀect) captured by gravity equations of consumer
demand. This works as a dispersion force and appears as the negative second order term of D̄
in the Jacobian matrix of the payoﬀ function [∇v(h̄) or ∇Π(h̄)]. We see that the dispersion
force (i.e., −bfk2 or −fk2 ) weakens in line with increasing r, because each fk is decreasing in
r.
22For economic interpretations of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors, see also 4.3.
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In contrast, the other term diﬀers between models. The ﬁrst term represents the agglomeration forces in each model. In the Pf model, the ﬁrst term is linear in fk ; in the HW model,
it is a constant with respect to fk . This diﬀerence reﬂects the properties of the agglomeration
forces. In the Pf model, the agglomeration force is a space-dependent one—price index
eﬀect and demand eﬀects, which is strongly aﬀected by the spatial distribution of mobile
consumers, hence the distance between locations. On the other hand, a space-independent
agglomeration force is at work in the HW model: the relative attractiveness of a zone i
is determined exclusively by (hi )α , which does not require any spatial dimension but only
the number of ﬁrms in the zone. Reﬂecting this, the agglomeration force in the Pf model
(i.e., afk ) gradually decreases in line with increasing r while that of the HW model (i.e., α̂)
remains constant.
The models’ bifurcation properties reﬂect the above (dis-)similarities in net agglomeration
forces. Both models exhibit spatial period-doubling behavior induced by the maximality of
eM (M = K/2), whose associated eigenvector zM is the period-doubling direction. The
maximality of eM in line with increasing r is the consequence of the shape of G(f ): in both
models, G(f ) is decreasing for large f (i.e., small r). The increase in r results in decreases in
all fk from 1 to 0, where the minimal one is fM . Thus, eM is the maximal eigenvalue. Figure
9 provides some graphical intuitions. This common property of GHW (f ) and GPf (f ) arises
from the spatial competition eﬀect modeled in the gravity equation. We may thus hypothesize
that the existence of spatial competition is a necessary condition for the emergence of the
spatial period-doubling cascade in line with decreasing transportation costs.
On the other hand, only the HW model exhibits spatial period skipping. In the Pf model,
if the parameters are such that the destabilization of the ﬂat-earth equilibrium occurs, then
the model always exhibits a complete spatial period-doubling cascade. In contrast to the HW
model, there is no possibility of skipping because the HW model’s agglomeration force is
not space dependent. Even when transport costs are quite high (r ≈ 0), increasing α directly
destabilizes h(n) with n ≥ 1 (Figure 6b) because of the strong agglomeration economy;
the ﬂat-earth equilibrium is stable by chance, and when α → ∞, the ﬂat-earth equilibrium
becomes unstable for r ∈ (0, 1). In addition, in the two-location setting, we do not have
a means to qualitatively distinguish between the HW and Pf models when we gradually
increase r. Both models exhibit a transition from the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ ≡ [h, h]⊤ to the
CP equilibrium h(1) ≡ [2h, 0]⊤ . Again, this demonstrates the limitation of the two-location
assumption.

6 Concluding Remarks
This paper has analytically unveiled previously unknown bifurcation properties of Harris
and Wilson (1978)’s dynamic retail location model under a multi-locational (more than two)
setting. We demonstrated that Akamatsu et al. (2012)’s approach can be used to reveal
the model’s agglomeration/dispersion forces and analytically trace the recursive emergence
of spatial structures. Speciﬁcally, we analytically derived the critical points of a structural
parameter, namely, the transport cost parameter r, at which the ﬁrst and second bifurcation
occur. Moreover, we demonstrated that the spatial structure’s evolutionary path exhibits
a striking property called the spatial period-doubling cascade, previously found only in
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Pﬂüger (2004)’s NEG model. We clariﬁed the similarities and diﬀerences between Harris
and Wilson (1978)’s model and Pf’s NEG model: both models exhibit the spatial perioddoubling cascade, but only the HW model exhibits extreme sustainability of equilibria and a
skip in equilibrium patterns. In many spatial agglomeration models, the Jacobian matrix of
the dynamic or payoﬀ function is related to the spatial discounting matrix in a relatively simple
way. However, it is merely a negative quadratic for HW and Pf models. In such a situation,
by imposing the racetrack topology as a testbed, the method developed by Akamatsu et al.
(2012) allows to analytically reveal the proposed model’s intrinsic bifurcation properties.
Clarke and Wilson (1985) revealed that in a two-dimensional plain, the HW model
exhibits remarkable spatial patterns that resemble the hexagonal agglomeration patterns
proposed in classical central place theory of Christaller (1933) and Lösch (1940). The
underlying mechanism for this striking result, however, had not been fully explained due to
lack of analytical equipment. Recent studies by Ikeda et al. (2012b), Ikeda et al. (2014a),
Ikeda et al. (2014b, 2016) reveal that two-dimensional NEG models admit hexagonal spatial
conﬁgurations as stable equilibria. Judging from the strong linkage between NEG models
and the HW model, it is likely that we can rigorously explain Clarke and Wilson (1985)’s
numerical results for the HW model; such an explanation will be a materialization of Harris
(1985)’s idea, where he hints the applicability of the HW model, which is an intra-urban
model, to an interregional context so that we can explain central place systems.
Another interesting research direction is analyzing models with multiple types of agents.
Although the present framework assumes multilocations, it does not enable diﬀerent sized
regions to emerge. To endogenously produce various sized agglomerations, we should extend
our framework to include multiple types of agents to produce an endogenous hierarchy of
locations as in the study by Tabuchi and Thisse (2011) which employ a NEG model. This is,
however, beyond the scope of this paper.
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A Introduction to the Boltzmann–Lotka–Volterra Method
For self-containedness, we outline the BLV method by Wilson (2008) and discuss its economic
interpretations in this appendix.
Consider a space equipped with K discrete locations. We assume an index set of locations
K ≡ {0, 1, . . . , K − 1}. To introduce a spatial dimension on K, the transport cost patterns
between the locations are exogenously given by T = [tij | i, j ∈ K]. Each element of T is the
so-called generalized transport cost: it is assumed that T includes any cost associated with the
travel between locations. We want to model spatial structures, possibly spatial agglomeration
patterns, at equilibria (in some sense) on this space. Let h ≡ [. . . , hi , . . .]⊤ ∈ RK
+ be a nonnegative K-dimensional real that represents the spatial structure. hi ≥ 0 may be interpreted
as the number of residents, shops, or ﬁrms at location i depending on the modeler’s interest.
Of signiﬁcance here is that h is endogenously determined by the model.
The “Boltzmann” component, or the fast dynamic, of the BLV method models the shortrun equilibrium. In the short-run, h is assumed to be ﬁxed. Modeled here is the spatial
interaction pattern S ≡ [Sij | i, j ∈ K] ∈ RK×K
between locations. S is a matrix whose
+
elements can be interpreted as, for example, the monetary ﬂows or the trip patterns from
origins i to destinations j. S should depend on h to obtain non-trivial results. As the analysis
of the HW model will show, S(h) may be subject to some constraints (e.g., the conservation
of trip demands at the origins, the total transport cost spent by the spatial interaction). The
BLV method assumes that S(h) arises as a result of an entropy-maximizing problem with
such constraints. Let the set of all feasible spatial interaction patterns at h be S(h) ⊆ RK×K
.
+
Then, the “most probable” spatial interaction pattern is obtained by solving the following
problem (Wilson, 1970a, 1970b):
max . H(S) ≡ −

S∈S(h)

∑∑

Sij log[Sij ]

i∈K j∈K

where H(·) is the Boltzmann–Shannon entropy.
The “Lotka–Volterra” component of the BLV method, or the slow dynamic, on the
other hand, models the long-run equilibration of h. Given the spatial distribution h and
the associated spatial interaction pattern S(h) in the short-run, the modeler speciﬁes the
payoff function v(h, S(h)) = [. . . , vi (h, S(h)), . . .]⊤ that essentially maps the state h to the
incentive landscape on K. In the long-run, h is allowed to dynamically evolve depending on
the payoﬀ v(h, S) and the state h itself. The dynamic change of h is assumed to be governed
by some evolutionary dynamic F that takes h and v(h, S) as the inputs:
ḣ = F (h, v(h, S))
Typically, the locations with relatively larger values of vi (h) are assumed to glow faster,
and vice versa, under the dynamic F . Such dynamics are very similar to—or perhaps,
to some extent, inspired by—population dynamics model in mathematical and theoretical
biology, hence the name “Lotka–Volterra.” The equilibrium for a BLV model is deﬁned
as a stationary point of the above long-run dynamic: a point h∗ that satisﬁes F (h∗ ) = 0.
This combination of the fast and slow dynamic is the basic theoretical framework of the
BLV method. Although we used the terminologies “location," “ﬂows,” or “space” to ﬁx the
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ideas consistent with the focus of this paper (the retailer model), the applicability of the BLV
method is not limited to spatial problems.23
Implicit in the BLV method is utility/proﬁt-maximizing economic agents who select their
own strategies and the standard spatial equilibrium condition based on no arbitrage. As it is
noted by Wilson (2008), there is a close linkage between such formalism and the BLV method.
Actually, it is just a matter of perception, or the preference of the modeler. From an economics
perspective, h can be interpreted as an aggregated variable determined by the inﬁnitesimally
small agents’ choices (e.g., the choices by consumers or ﬁrms): hi is the number of agents
selecting location i. The payoﬀ function vi (h) is the indirect utility (for consumers) or proﬁt
(for ﬁrms) enjoyed by those who are choosing location i ∈ K at the given spatial distribution,
or state of the system, h. In formal economic models such as those of NEG, the spatial
interaction pattern S(h) and payoﬀ vector v(h, S) are obtained from the result of market
interaction between utility/proﬁt-maximizing agents. The “Boltzmann” component of the
BLV method models this mechanism in a reduced-form way that is characterized by the
entropy-maximization problem.24
In the BLV method, equilibria are deﬁned as the stationary points of the slow dynamic.
The standard spatial equilibrium condition in economics is diﬀerent. It is formulated as the
following no arbitrage condition

V = v (h)
i
V ≥ vi (h)

if hi > 0
if hi = 0

∀i ∈ K

where V is an equilibrium payoﬀ. When the total number of agents is an exogenous constant
H, that is, when the following conservation equation
∑

hi = H,

i∈K

holds, V is endogenously determined to satisfy the equilibrium condition. In the literature of
Urban Economics (Fujita, 1989), such formulation is called the closed-city model reﬂecting
no change in the number of agents in the system. A slightly diﬀerent formulation is also
possible. When V is exogenously given (e.g., when V is assumed to be zero), whereas the
total number of agents H is endogenously determined. In contrast to the closed-city model,
this type of formulation is called the open-city model because the total number of agents may
vary from one equilibrium to another from the migration of agents from/to the outside of the
system. For either type of model, we deﬁne the equilibrium condition and the dynamic such
that the two conditions are mutually consistent.

B Other Parameter Paths
The bifurcation analysis in the main text exclusively focused on a speciﬁc class of parameter
paths: increasing r (or, equivalently, decreasing β) with a predetermined α. We aim to make
23For instance, Wilson (2008) discusses an application of the method to the analysis of scale-free networks.
24Note that there is concrete correspondence between the entropy-maximization problem and utilitymaximization in the representative consumer model with the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preference
(Anderson et al., 1992). The former is, therefore, actually a reduced-form model of the latter. It is also equivalent
to a random utility model (namely logit model).
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Figure 10: Critical values and examples of parameter path of structural evolution (K = 16).
a clear comparison with NEG models. There are other types of parameter paths, discussed
brieﬂy in this appendix. We allow the two main parameters of the HW model, namely r (β)
and α, to change (these are the relevant parameters for the bifurcation properties of the HW
model, since O and κ change only the scale of h). We demonstrate that, even in this case,
the spatial period-doubling cascade occurs along typical parameter paths; this demonstrates
the robustness of the conclusions in the main text.
Figure 10 (a) plots the bifurcation points {r(n) } as the functions of α with K = 16, where
we take a logarithmic scale for the α axis. Every r(n) is a monotonically decreasing function
of α, as discussed in Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 for n = 0, 1. Below each curve r(n) (α),
the K/2n -centric pattern h(n) is stable (i.e., h(0) ≡ h̄). We deﬁne r ≡ r(0) (α) = r(1) (α). If
we ﬁx r instead of α, then these curves can be considered to be the critical values of α.
We again focus on the symmetry-breaking process, i.e., the structural evolution from the
ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄, which is stable when either α or r is very small. We thus consider a
steady increase in α and/or r in this appendix. Note that the maximal eigenvalue remains the
same even when we allow both structural parameters to change. Every bifurcation, which is
induced by crossing threshold lines in Figure 10, is thus period doubling.
Figure 10 (b) illustrates typical instances of possible parameter paths. Path (A) is an
instance such as discussed in the main text: the value of α is ﬁxed and we consider a steady
increase in r. The path sequentially crosses all r(n) because 1 < α < α (Proposition 4).
Observe that if α < α < 4, then h(1) is already unstable when h̄ becomes stable; h(1) is
skipped (Proposition 5).
Parameter paths like (B) and (C) were not discussed in the main text. Path (C) demonstrates
a steady increase in α with a ﬁxed value of r. Whenever r > r holds, the path sequentially
crosses all r(n) ; the spatial period-doubling cascade occurs when α steadily increases. On
the other hand, when the ﬁxed value of r is very small (r < r), then the dispersion force is
very strong. In such a case, when α becomes large enough to destabilize h̄, some skip may
occur. This result is analogous to the intuition of Proposition 5, while in the present case, the
dispersion force, rather than the agglomeration force, is too strong.
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On path (B), both α and r change. (B) is also a spatial period-doubling cascade path.
There are many possible paths like (B) and we cannot cover them all. But Figure 10 shows
that in many cases, the HW model exhibits the spatial period-doubling cascade.

C Technical Appendix
C.1 Jacobian Matrices and Their Eigenpairs at the Flat-earth Equilibrium
At any conﬁguration h, the Jacobian matrix for the adjustment dynamic is given as follows:
∇F (h) = diag[Π(h)] + diag[h]∇Π(h)
where ∇Π(h) is the Jacobian matrix of ﬁrms’ proﬁt at h:
∇Π(h) = diag[M̃ ⊤ O] − αM ⊤ diag[O]M
M̃ ≡ (α − 1) diag[∆]−1 D diag[h]α−2

At the ﬂat-earth equilibrium, we obtain the following expression
∇F (h̄) = h∇Π(h̄)
)
αO (
∇Π(h̄) = 2 −D̄ 2 + α̂I .
h
Note that Π(h̄) = 0. Plugging h = O/κ, we obtain (7).
Let Z = [zjk ] be the K-dimensional DFT matrix. Its typical element zjk is given by
zjk = ω jk , where ω ≡ exp[i(2π/K)] where i being the imaginary unit. For the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of a K-dimensional circulant matrix, we have the following fact:
Lemma C.1.1 (e.g., Horn and Johnson (2012)). Let A be a K-dimensional circulant matrix
with its ﬁrst row vector being a0 = [a0,i ]. Then, the matrix A is of full rank and diagonalizable
by similarity transformation by the K-dimensional discrete Fourier transformation matrix Z:
let λ ≡ [λ0 , λ1 , . . . , λK−1 ]⊤ be the eigenvalues of A, then diag[λ] = ZAZ −1 holds.
Moreover, the eigenvalues λ are given by the discrete Fourier transformation of a0 . That is,
λ satisﬁes
λ = Za⊤
0.
The eigenvectors of A are given by column vectors of Z, i.e., the eigenvector associated with
λk is
zk = [1, ω k , ω 2k , . . . , ω k(K−1) ]⊤

k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1

The Jacobian matrix at the ﬂat-earth equilibrium is diagonalizable by similarity transformation using Z, and the eigenvalues of ∇F (h̄) are obtained by the discrete Fourier
transformation of its ﬁrst row; we can diagonalize ∇F (h̄) by multiplying the K-dimensional
DFT matrix Z from the left and Z −1 from the right side of (7) to obtain (8) and thus Lemma
2.
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C.2 Proof for Proposition 1
If for some k we have gk > 0 for all r and k, the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ cannot be stable
at any level of transport cost r. On the other hand, gk < 0 for all r and k implies that h̄ is
locally asymptotically stable for all r. Thus, we require that α lies in some speciﬁc range to
ensure G(f ) = 0 has at least one solution in f ∈ (0, 1), so that some g changes its sign at
some f ∈ (0, 1). Elementary algebra shows the following lemma:
Lemma C.2.1. The parameter α should satisfy
α>1
to ensure that (a) the ﬂat-earth equilibrium h̄ is stable for some small r (large fk ) and (b) a
destabilization of h̄ occurs according to the increase of r (decrease of fk ).
Proof. First, G(f ) is strictly decreasing for f ∈ [0, 1] and fk (r) is strictly decreasing for
r ∈ (0, 1); thus G(fk (r)) is strictly increasing for r ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, each G(fk (r)) = 0
has a unique solution if and only if G(0) = α̂ = 1 − α−1 > 0 and G(1) = −α−1 < 0.
We thus require α > 1. We also assume that K is an even to apply Lemma 1 (b). Then,
the maximal eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector are
gM (r) = (ακ) · G(fM (r))

zM = [(−1)j ]

√
−1
Solving G(fM (r)) = 0 yields r(0) = fM
( α̂). The exact formula is
 √
C( α̂) if K = 2
√
.
r(0) =
C( 4 α̂) if K ≥ 4

where C(x) ≡ (1 − x)/(1 + x). It is immediate that dr(0) /dα < 0.

C.3 Proof for Proposition 2
First, we have the following lemma regarding the eigenvalues at h(1) :
Lemma C.3.1. Let g (1) be the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the adjustment dynamic at
(1)
(1)
K/2-centric equilibrium h(1) . The maximal eigenvalue gmax
≡ maxk gk is given by:
(1)
gmax
= (ακ) · G(1) (r)
1
G(1) (r) ≡ − {f (r)}2 + α̂
2

C(r 2 )
if K = 4
f (r) ≡
2
2
{C(r )}
if K ≥ 8

and the associated eigenvector is

z ≡ [1, 0, −1, 0, 1, 0, −1, 0, . . . , 1, 0, −1, 0]⊤ .
|

{z

} |

{z

}

|

{z
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}

Proof. Appendix C.4
As in h̄, depending on the value of α, there is a possibility that destabilization of h(1)
does not occur. Following the same line of logic as the uniform equilibrium h̄, we conclude
the following:
Lemma C.3.2. For the K/2-centric equilibrium h(1) to be stable at some r and bifurcation
to occur according to the increase of r, the parameter α should satisfy
1<α<2
Proof. G(1) (r) is a monotonically increasing function of r. Therefore, destabilization of h(1)
occurs if and only if G(1) (0) < 0 and G(1) (1) = −1/2 + α̂ > 0.
Solving G(1) (r) = 0, we obtain r(1) as follows:
r(1)

√ √

 C( 2α̂)
= √ √
 C( 4 2α̂)

if K = 4
if K ≥ 8

It is immediate to verify dr(1) /dα < 0.

C.4 Proof for Lemma C.3.1
The discussion here is quite similar to that of Akamatsu et al. (2012). To analytically derive the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix ∇F (h(1) ), we must change the coordinate system because
∇F (h(1) ) itself is not a circulant matrix. Speciﬁcally, we must consider a permutation of
row/column indices. We deﬁne permutation matrix P by
P ≡

[

P even
P odd

]

(17)

in which P even and P even are both a K/2-by-K matrix deﬁned by P even = [δi,j/2 ] and
P odd = [δi,(j−1)/2 ], where δ·,· is Kronecker’s delta. P even extracts even-numbered zones; P odd
extracts odd-numbered zones.
Deﬁne D × by D × ≡ P DP ⊤ . We have


D× = 

D (0)

D (1)

D (1)⊤ D (0)




where D (0) and D (1) are both K/2-by-K/2 circulant with the ﬁrst row given by
(0)

d0 = [1, r2 , r4 , . . . , rM , . . . , r2 ],
(1)

d0 = [r, r3 , . . . , rM −1 , rM −1 , . . . , r].
with M = K/2. The matrix D (0) captures the distance structure between market centers
(or core zones) while D (1) captures that of core zones and periphery zones without retailers.
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Because both D (i) are circulant matrices, from Lemma C.1.1 we can diagonalize D × by a
block diagonal matrix Z × ≡ diag[Z[K/2] , Z[K/2] ] with Z[K/2] being a K/2-dimensional DFT
matrix.
In a similar spirit, permutation by P enables us to block diagonalize ∇F (h(1) ). Speciﬁcally, some algebra show that if we deﬁne ∇F × (h(1) ) ≡ P ∇F (h(1) )P ⊤ , it is
(1)

×

∇F (h ) =

[

V
0

0
−κI

{

]

)
1(
V = (ακ) − {D̄ (0) }2 + D̄ (1) D̄ (1)⊤ + α̂I
2

}

Again we can diagonalize ∇F × (h(1) ) by Z × , because every sub-matrix of ∇F × (h(1) ) is
circulant. Let e be the eigenvalues of V . A straightforward computation yields
(1) (1⊤)

(0)

ek = (ακ) · Ĝ(fk , fk fk )
1
Ĝ(x, y) ≡ − (x2 + y) + α̂
2

k = 0, 1, . . . , K/2 − 1

where f (0) , f (1) , f (1⊤) are the eigenvalues of D̄ (0) , D̄ (1) , D̄ (1)⊤ , respectively. Placing this
back into the original coordinating system, the eigenvalues g (1) of ∇F (h(1) ) are obtained as
gk =


e

k/2

−κ

if k is an even
.
if k is an odd

(18)

Moreover, we show that
(1) (1⊤)

(0)

arg max . ek = arg min . {fk }2 + fk fk
k

= M/2

k

and that
(0)

fM/2 =


C(r 2 )

2

{C(r )}

if K = 4
(1)
(1⊤)
, fM/2 fM/2 = 0
if K ≥ 8

2

(1)
in Lemma C.3.1. The corresponding eigenvector is M -th column vector
We thus obtain gmax
of Z (1) ≡ P ⊤ Z × P .

C.5 Proof for Proposition 3
We have the following lemmas:
Lemma C.5.1. Let g (n) be the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the adjustment dynamic
(n)
≡
at K/2n -centric equilibrium h(n) (n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , J − 1). The maximal eigenvalue gmax
(n)
maxk gk is given by
(n)
gmax
= (ακ) · G(n) (r)

(19a)

G(n) (r) ≡ −G̃(n) (r) + α̂

(19b)

where G̃(n) is a monotonically decreasing function of r, and its associated eigenvector is
(n)

[

zM ≡ 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, −1, 0, . . . , 0, . . . , −1, 0, . . . , 0
|

{z

2n

} |

{z

2n

}

|
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{z

2n

}

]⊤

Proof. See Appendix C.6 for the proof including the exact deﬁnition of G̃(n) (r).
Lemma C.5.2. For the K/2n -centric equilibrium h(n) (n = 1, 2, . . . , J − 1) to be stable
at some r, and bifurcation to occur according to the decrease in r, the parameter α should
satisfy
1 < α < 2n
Proof. See Appendix C.7.
Combining and summarizing the above two lemmas, the proposition follows.

C.6 Proof for Lemma C.5.1
In this appendix, we derive the analytical expression of the eigenvalues g (n) of the Jacobian
matrix of the dynamic at Kn -centric equilibrium. Here Kn ≡ K/2n is the number of market
centers (the number of zones with hi > 0). As in Appendix C.3, we should ﬁrst permute in
advance ∇F (h(n) ) to ensure block circulant property and, thus, the eigenvalues are obtained
by DFT.
We deﬁne the permutation matrix P (n) (n = 1, 2, . . . , J − 1) by
[



]

P (n)
even

P (n) ≡ diag P̂ (n) , P̂ (n) , . . . , P̂ (n) , P̂ (n) ≡ 
{z

|

}

2n

P (n)
odd




(n)
(n)
For an example, see Appendix C.3, which is the case n = 1. The matrices, Peven
and Podd
are a Kn -by-Kn−1 matrix that extracts even-numbered zones and odd-numbered zones in
the core zones, respectively. Hence, P (n) is a 2n /2-by-2n /2 block diagonal matrix whose
diagonal entries are a Kn−1 -by-Kn−1 matrix.
Using P (n) , deﬁne permutation matrix P by

P ≡ P (n) P (n−1) · · · P (1) .
The recursive deﬁnition of the permutation matrix P reﬂects the recursive spatial perioddoubling bifurcations. Applying a similarity transformation using P to ∇F (h(n) ), we obtain
the 2n -by-2n block diagonal matrix whose blocks are all the Kn -by-Kn matrix:

×

∇F (h

(n)

) ≡ P ∇F (h
(

V ≡ (ακ) −

2n −1

(n)

)P

⊤





V
−κI



=



..

) )

(

1 ∑ (i) (i)⊤
1
I
D̄ D̄
+ 1−
n
2 i=0
α

.
−κI







We thus see K − 2n out of K eigenvalues are all −κ. Hence, V is the only matrix that aﬀects
the stability. Let the eigenvalues of V be e; only the maximal eigenvalue in e should be
required to assess the stability of h(n) .
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In V , the matrices D̄ (i) are Kn -by-Kn matrices that is obtained by row-wise normalization
of D (i) , where D (i) are ﬁrst block-row matrices of D × ≡ P DP ⊤ . Each D̄ (i) is circulant
(i)
with a ﬁrst row vector d0 explicitly given by
(i)
d0,k

=


r i+k2n

r (Kn −k)2n −i

if 0 ≤ k ≤ Kn /2
if Kn /2 ≤ k ≤ Kn − 1

i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n

All the matrices in the right hand side being circulant matrix, V is also a circulant matrix.
Thus, its eigenvalues are obtained by applying DFT by Z[Kn ] . After some tedious computation
(i)
using explicit formula for d0 , we obtain the analytical expression of the eigenvalues e of
V . Moreover, we prove that the maximal eigenvalue among e is eKn /2 . The associated
eigenvector for eKn /2 is the M -th column of the matrix P ⊤ Z × P where Z × ≡ I ⊗ Z[Kn ] ,
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
Explicitly writing down eKn /2 , we have the following result, proving Lemma C.5.1.
(n)

max gk = eKn /2 = G(n) (r) = (ακ) · Ĝ(n) (r)
k

where
Ĝ(n) (r) ≡ −G̃(n) (r) + α̂
G̃

(n)

(r) ≡

(n)

ψj (r) ≡
(n)

ψ0 (r) ≡


n −1

1 (n) 2∑
1

(n)
(n)
2


ψj (r)
{ψ0 (r)} + n ψ0 (r)

 2n
2
j=1

−1

1 2∑
1

(n)
(n)
2


ψj (r)

 2n {ψ0 (r)} + 2n
j=1
)2
(
n

if n ≤ J − 2

n

if n = J − 1

1 − r2 −2j
1 + r2n −2j

(

1 − r2
1 + r 2n

n

)p(n)

,

∀j ̸= 0


1

if n = J − 1
p(n) = 
2 otherwise

For a detailed discussion and proof for maximality of eKn /2 , consult Appendix G and J of
Akamatsu et al. (2012). Note that there is a typo in Akamatsu et al. (2012)’s Lemma 6.5 for
the case n = J − 1. Combining (J.6) and (J.7) in Appendix J of the paper, we obtain an
equation similar to the above.

C.7 Proof for Lemma C.5.2
Note that G(n) (r) (n = 1, 2, . . . , J − 2) are equivalently written as
)
1 (n) ( (n)
(r)
+
ϵ
(r)
+ α̂
(r)
ψ
ψ
n
0
0
2n
)2
(
(2n /2)−1
∑
1 − r2k
Ck (r), Ck (r) ≡
ϵn (r) ≡ 2
1 + r2k
k=1

G(n) (r) = −
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(20a)
(20b)

(n)

Because it is evident that dCk /dr ≤ 0, dψ0 (r)/dr ≤ 0 with equality holding iﬀ r = 1,
G(n) (r) as a whole is strictly increasing for r ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, to prove that the equation
G(n) (r) = 0 has a unique solution in r ∈ (0, 1), it is suﬃcient to show that G(n) (0) < 0 and
G(n) (1) > 0. We see G(n) (0) = α̂ + 2−n − 1 = −α−1 + 2−n and G(n) (1) = α̂. The case
n = J − 1 is also immediate. Combining these relations, we have Lemma C.5.2.

C.8 Proof for Proposition 4
Assume that K = 2J with some integer J ≥ 2. The critical value ᾱ, which is the solution to
the equation r(0) (α) = r(1) (α) is given by

ρ−6 (1 + ρ)(1 + ρ2 ) ≈ 1.87
ᾱ =  −1
6 (4 + ρ+ + ρ− ) ≈ 1.93

if K = 4
if K ≥ 8

(21)

√
√
where ρ ≡ 4 2, ρ± ≡ (73 ± 6 87)1/3 . If α < ᾱ holds, then r(0) < r(1) holds.
The remaining task is showing r(n) < r(n+1) for n ≥ 1. As in Lemma C.5.2, every h(n)
destabilizes if 1 < α < ᾱ since ᾱ < 2. Observe that critical points for these bifurcations
{r(n) } are solutions to G(n) (r) = 0. Because G(n) (r) are strictly increasing in r ∈ (0, 1), if
we can show
G(n) (r) > G(n+1) (r)
for all r, this implies r(n) < r(n+1) . Using the same notation as Appendix C.7 and using
(n+1)
(n)
ψ0
≥ ψ0 (with equality iﬀ r = 1), we conclude for r ∈ (0, 1)
G(n) (r) − G(n+1) (r) >

1

(

(n)

)

ψ (r) ∆ψ0 (r) + ∆ϵ(r)
n+1 0

2
(n)
− 2ψ0 (r),
∆ψ0 (r) ≡
∆ϵ(r) ≡ ϵn+1 (r) − 2ϵn (r)
(n+1)
(r)
ψ0

We see
∆ϵ(r) = (ϵn+1 − ϵn ) − ϵn
(2n+1 /2)−1

=2

∑

(2n /2)−1

Ck + 2

Ck

k=1

k=2n /2

= 2C2n /2 + 2

∑

(2n /2)−1 (

∑

k=1

Ck+(2n /2) − Ck

)

and because Ck ≥ Cl for k > l (with equality iﬀ r = 1), we see that ∆ϵ(r) is non-negative.
(n)
Moreover, because ψ0 = C2n /2 for n ̸= J − 1, we have for such n
∆ψ0 (r) + ∆ϵ(r) = ϵn+1 (r) + 2

(2n /2)−1 (

∑

k=1

)

Ck+(2n /2) − Ck ≥ 0

with equality, again, iﬀ r = 1. This inequality and non-negativity of ∆ϵ(r) imply that
G(n) − G(n+1) > 0 holds for all r ∈ (0, 1), thereby leading to Proposition 4.
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C.9 Proof for Proposition 5
First assume that α satisﬁes 2n̄−1 ≤ α < 2n̄ for some n̄ ≥ 2. Then, h(1) , . . . , h(n̄−1)
are unstable for all r. Hence, possible emergent patterns after the ﬁrst bifurcation are
h(n̄) , h(n̄+1) , . . .. The emergent pattern is h(n̂) , where n̂ is the ﬁrst n ≥ n̄ that satisﬁes
r(n̂) > r(0) . On the other hand, we see from Appendix C.8 that for all n that is stable for some
r, the bifurcation points are increasing in n (i.e., r(n) < r(n+1) ). Thus, after the emergence
of h(n̂) , a spatial period-doubling cascade starts.
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